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A b s t r a c t: Since the world pollution has been increased, the need for eco- solutions is alarming. One solution
is electric vehicles, which have been rapidly developed in recent years. Those vehicles are energy efficient and emission
free, but the initial costs can be much higher in comparison to other vehicles. This paper would focus on the methods
of charging power and battery requirements as well as energy consumption. Analysing the methods of charging for
achieving environmentally friendly cities, as well as comparisons between the methods will greatly support the development of strategies for achieving zero emissions.
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ПЕРФОРМАНСИТЕ НА ЕЛЕТРИЧНИТЕ ВОЗИЛА СО РАЗЛИЧЕН МЕТОД НА ПОЛНЕЊЕ
А п с т р а к т: Откако загадувањето е во постојан раст, потребата за еко- решенија алармантна. Едно
решение се електричните возила, чија употреба во последниве години рапидно расте. Ваквите возила се
енергетски ефикасни и без емисија на штетни гасови, но почетната инвестција може да биде многу повисока
во споредба со останатите возила. Овој труд ќе биде насочен на методите за напојување и батериите како и
потрошувачкаа на енергија. Анализирајќи ги методите за полнење за постигнување на еколошки градови, како
и споредбите помеѓу нив во голема мера треба да го подржат развојот на стратегии за постигнување на нулта
емисија на штетни гасови.
Клучни зборови: eколошко; електрични автобуси; елетро мобилност

1. INTRODUCTION
The charging of electric vehicles is a broad issue. Multiple classifications can be applied, depending on the choice of criteria [1, 2]. The most important criteria for classification are operational as
well as technical aspects. Hence, we can distinguish
[3, 4]:
1) division into charging strategies from the
operational and motor aspect
2) division into charging methods from a technical implementation point of view.

From the operating and operational point of
view, there are four main charging strategies [5, 6]:
1) stationary charging overnight in the depot,
low power 30 - 60 kW,
2) stationary charging in the depot together
with recharging during the day using medium (100
- 200 kW) or high power (300 - 600 kW) charging
stations,
3) fast charging only at end stations with high
power (300 - 600 kW),
4) dynamic motion loading (In Motion Charging, IMC) [7].
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From a technical point of view, charging methods can be divided as follows:
- Charging with a plug-in connector,
- Charging in a four-pole system,

- Charging in a two-pole system,
- In motion charging (IMC) [8, 9].
In this paper charging strategies applied to
electric buses will be further discussed.

Table1
Comparison of charging strategies and charging systems indicating which charging strategy can be
implemented by means of which charging systems

Charging strategy

Technical charging method
Plug- in

Four- pole system

Two- pole system

Dynamic charging

Night charging

yes

yes

yes

no

Night charging with re-charging during day

yes

yes

yes

yes

Fast charging

no

yes

yes

yes

Dynamic charging

no

no

no

yes

It should be noted that some charging strategies overlap with others in regard to technical criteria. Table 1 presents a comparison of technical
charging methods in terms of the ability to handle
individual charging strategies.
For example, vehicles adapted to the dynamic
charging method may also work in a fast charging
strategy or, in the case of having a sufficiently large
battery, in night charging with recharging. A
transport system using a fast charging strategy can
be operated by a four-wire, two-wire or dynamic
four-wire method [10, 11].
2. THE CHARGING STRUCTURES
a) Classification of charging strategies from the
operational point of view
The process of charging electric buses is a factor in determining the functioning of this means of
transport in the public transport system. The charging time of traction batteries varies within a wide
range, from several minutes up to several hours. The
vehicle's working cycle is highly dependent on this
charging time [12, 13]. Currently available battery
technologies allow electric buses to achieve ranges
between 150- 200 km. Further increases in the coverage area require significant associated increases in
battery weight [14, 15]. A range of 150- 200 km is
insufficient for servicing allday tasks on public
transport lines. It is therefore necessary to recharge
the bus’s battery within the working shift, which

requires the vehicle to be removed from traffic.
Therefore, in such an operational regime it is only
possible to operate peak transportation routes [16].
The disadvantage of night charging is the very
large capacity of the traction battery, which causes
a significant increase in the weight of the vehicle. In
addition, it also involves significant costs in replacing the battery at the end of its lifetime. Reducing
the capacity of the battery can be achieved by increasing the charging power to 300 - 600 kW as a
result of which it is possible to significantly reduce
its capacity up to 60 - 90 kWh leading to a reduction
in the weight and dimensions of the battery [17, 18].
Charging the electric bus, however, requires the vehicle to be out of operation for a period of about 10–
20 minutes. These periods must be incorporated in
the timetable and require an increase in stopping
times at the end terminuses or stops [19, 20]. As a
result of this, more electric buses are required to operate the route compared to classic buses or trolleybuses. It is also possible to recharge traction batteries during stops along the route. This requires an
extension of the stopping time to about one minute,
which is possible only in special situations [21].
Another solution is the dynamic charging of
vehicles (IMC). This involves the supply of electricity during movement and can be done in a wireless
way (linear induction loops) or in a contact manner
(traction network). Currently, the most widespread
dynamic charging system is the trolleybus traction
network. Work is also underway on the application
of this type of power supply for trucks (eHighway
project) and public transport vehicles (Electro road)
[22].
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b) Classification of charging methods from the
technical point of view
•

Plug - In charging

Traction batteries, requiring charging, are installed in the buses to provide the power source. The
easiest way to charge these batteries is to do so
while the bus is at the depot for a stopover at night.
This type of charging can be compared to refueling
for internal combustion buses. Battery capacity is
closely aligned with the range of the vehicle. Increasing the range requires increased battery capacity, which brings with it increased vehicle weight
and energy consumption [23].
It is possible to charge via DC or AC current.
Today, available solutions allow for charging with
a current of 60 - 100 A, which corresponds to a
charging power of up to 60 kW. Plug-in systems
with higher power have been tested, even up to 500
kW, but they are not popular. Due to the limited
power and troublesome process of manual connection of the vehicle to the power source, the use of
this method is in practice limited to night charging
mode. Figure 1 shows an example of a plug-in
charging system [24].
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The protective grounding pole is used to provide protection against electric shock in the event of
damage to the insulation of the electrical installation. Due to this safety requirement, it is necessary
to ensure a reliable connection between the vehicle
body and the earthling-grounding pole. This involves the need to control the earthling grounding
connection and for this purpose, an additional
grounding control pole is used. Additionally, a sensor wire may be used to transmit data between the
vehicle and the charging station.
The charging station is equipped with a charging converter the so-called charger. Charging power
is usually in the range of 150 - 350 kW, but installations with a capacity of up to 600 kW are used
[26].
Figure 2 presents a schematic diagram of a
four-pole charging system. The pantograph may be
part of the vehicle (Fig. 3 and Fig.4.).

Fig. 2. Charging in four pole system
Fig. 1. An example of a plug-in charging system (Bremen)

•

Four-pole charging system

In a four-pole system, charging takes place using a DC voltage of 600 - 900 V. The vehicle is connected to the charging station by means of a pantograph collector with 4 connectors (wires - poles)
[25]:
– positive charging pole,
– negative charging pole,
– protective grounding pole (so-called earthling),
–grounding control pole.
Маш. инж. науч. спис. 39, (1–2), 17–24 (2021)

Fig. 3. Pantograph of charging system system Shunk (Kraków,
Poland)
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Fig.5. Charging in two pole system
Fig.4. Pantograph of charging system system Opp Charge
(Turku, Helsinki)

c) Two-pole charging system
In a two-wire system, charging takes place
using a DC voltage of 600 to 900 V. The vehicle is
connected to the charging station by means of a pantograph collector containing 2 poles (positive and
negative) from a short section of the trolleybus system. It is the simplest charging system for electric
buses in the case of a previously existing tram or
trolleybus overhead contact line. Charging may take
place directly from an existing trolleybus infrastructure, whereas for a tram network it will be necessary
to build a short section of the trolleybus network
[27].
The basic problem for this charging system is
providing protection against electric shock.
Standard electric buses have electric installations
made with single stage insulation. In a two-pole
supply system, the vehicle body is not grounded.
When charging an electric bus, there is a risk of
electric shock if insulation is damaged. Therefore, it
is not permissible to connect a non-earthed (nongrounded) electric vehicle equipped with a single
stage electrical installation insulation to the electric
power supply [28]. Consequently, for a charging
method based on a two-pole system, it is necessary
to in-corporate two-stage insulation for the electrical installation of the vehicle (analogous to trolleybus insulation) or to use a separation converter in
the vehicle, as shown schematically in Figure 5. The
weight of this converter is between 200 - 600 kg,
which significantly increases the weight of the vehicle. Im-plementation of the converter also involves financial outlays. It is possible to install a
separation converter in a stationary form. This solution was used at the electric bus charging station in
Prague (Figure 6) [29].

The charging power in a two-pole system is
limited by the maximum current of the pantograph
collector. Currently used pantographs allow for a
current of 200 - 300 A, which corresponds to 150 200 kW of charging power.

Fig.6. Electric bus charged in two pole system (Praha, Czech
Republic)

d) In Motion Charging (Dynamic charging)
The dynamic charging system is a combination
of two-pole charging with trolleybus technology
[30]. In the dynamic charging system, part of the
route is covered with a trolleybus traction network,
which allows for the charging of traction batteries
during movement (Figure 7).
The vehicles cover the rest of the route, i.e. the
part in which there is no contact line, using traction
battery power [31]. This allows for the charging of
the vehicle without stopping, increasing the flexibility and functionality of the system. In addition, covering a section of the route with a traction network
reduces the length of the route to be travelled in battery mode, which in turn allows for a re-duction in
the capacity of the traction batteries.
Mech. Eng. Sci. J. 39, (1–2), 17–24 (2021)
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3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF
CHARGING METHODS

Batery mode

Trolley mode

Fig.7. Idea of dynamic charging system (In motion charging)

Every charging method has advantages and
disadvantages. The main differences between PlugIN, Four- pole, Two- pole and IMC are presents on
Table 2. The comparison is according the four criteria: Max. Charging power. Financial outlays Flexibility, Advantages and Disadvantages [32].
According to the criteria, we have hot that IMC
has the best performances. The advantages of IMC
is that covers form 20 to 40% of the route by overhead wires, there is no need to stop for charging and
also it is efficiency and flexibility [33]. The disadvantages of IMC include: high initial costs, high
capital costs all of which prevent many investors
from implementation.
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Table 2

Low

Middle

Low investment cost

Difficult manual connection

FOUR- POLE 600 kW

Middle

Low

The highest charging power

High cost of charging
station

TWO- POLE

200 kW

Low

Low

Easely to integrate with tram or trolleybus
supply

High cost of vehicle

IMC

300 kW while travelling,
80 kW while stopping

High

High

No need to stop vehicles during charging,
more flexibility, less battery capacity

High investment cost

5. CONCLUSION
This research results show that the charging
method has a central role in the implementation of
electric vehicle, especially city buses [34]. As the
initial cost of the charging stations are much high,
the user to evaluate the electric buses performance,
to optimize battery sizing and options for charging
infra-structure, and identify opportunities and gaps
associated with vehicle electrification in real world
city bus transit service, needs to take into account
the charging station use the different operating routs
as well as many other analysis [35, 36].
Electric buses require a dedicated charging infrastructure. The BRT system in Marrakech (Morocco) (Fig.10) is an example of an urban transport
system that uses dynamic charging through a traction network. The traction network is a reduced one
Маш. инж. науч. спис. 39, (1–2), 17–24 (2021)

of a minimum size necessary to efficiently operate
the route. Initially, the construction of a tram line
was considered as in other Moroccan cities (Casablanca, Rabat).
However, due to the high costs, the electrified
Bus Rapid Transit system was chosen instead. The
BRT line was opened in September 2017 and connects the centre of the city with the western suburbs
through Hassan II Avenue, with a total line length
of 8 km. The length of the section covered by the
catenary is 2, 5 km [37]. The line is supplied with
750 V voltage from one traction substation located
at the west end of the route. The BRT line operates
on separated bus lanes along the entire length of the
route (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). The line is serviced by 10
standard two door Chinese YANGTSE trolleybuses. Each vehicle is equipment with 5 battery
packs. Each battery pack has a capacitance of 200
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Ah nominal voltages 115, 2 V. The total energy capacitance of the batte-ries is 115,2 kWh. The trolleybus overhead line will be supplied from a 1
MW/h photovoltaic plant with an area of 3 ha. The
energy generated from the photovoltaic panels will
be transferred to the 750 V DC power systems with
any unused surplus being sold to the power system
operator [38]. The interval of service on the line is
6 min in peak time. In the future there are plans to
buy higher capacitance vehicles and extend the
route to Medina, the historical centre of Marrakesh
[39]. The BRT system in Marrakesh can be seen as

an example of a modern electrified transportation
system that could potentially be a much cheaper alternative to tram transport with identical transportation capacity [40].
Other EU cities where is implement a different
variation of electric buses is illustrated in Table 3
[41], [42].
The article has been prepared within project
EffcienCE Energy Efficiency for Public Transport
Infrastructure in Central Europe funded by the Interreg CENTRAL EUROPE under grant aggrement
CE1537.

Fig. 8. The western end of the cathenary section of Marrakesh's BRT system

Fig. 9. The eastern end of the catenary section of Marrakesh's BRT system

Mech. Eng. Sci. J. 39, (1–2), 17–24 (2021)
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Fig.10. The scheme of Marrakech's BRT system

Table 3
Bus Rapid Transit in EU cities
Characteristics
City, Country

Length
(km)

Average speed
(km/h)

41.20

23.5

1.5

20

Dublin, Ireland

100.0

18

Stockhlom, Sweden

24.1

15

Essen, Germany

24

16.5

Eindhoven, Netherlands

15

21.0

27.50

26.0

Zurich, Switzerland

11

19

Istanbul, Turkey

52

35.0

Cambridge, UK

40

60

Paris, France
Leeds ,UK

Helsinki, Finland
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